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Introducing MySizeID  

MySizeID app offers customers the best online shopping experience. When 

customers know their RIGHT size, they can be confident that they are purchasing 

items that will fit them accurately. This will increase customers’ loyalty and on the 

other hand decrease customers’ returns.  

All YOU need to do is to create your own size charts using the MySizeID app and sync 

them with your products. 

Once doing it each product page will have the "What's MySize" widget inside it.   

After clicking on the widget and log in to the MySizeID app, your customers will 

receive their correct size for the selected product, and for any other product, they 

view later.  

As long as you have MySizeID installed on all your product pages, customers using the 

app will see their suggested size wherever they browse in your store. 
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Installing MySizeID   

Before you start, make sure you have an active eCommerce Lightspeed store, with 

clothing items.   

If your store is up & running, please proceed and install MySizeID app: 

1. Log in to your Lightspeed eCommerce store.    

2. From your Lightspeed’s admin, click on Apps.   

 

  

3. Use the ‘search Bar' to find MySizeID app (type ‘MySizeID’ in one word and 

with no spaces):  
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4. Click on the MySizeID app: 

 

 

 

5. Click on Install App, you will be redirected to MySizeID page.  
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6. Type your Lightspeed’s E-mail address and Password, click Next, and then 

click on Grant access. 
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Selecting a billing plan in MySizeID  

After you successfully installed ‘MySizeID- The Perfect Fit’ app, you will be redirected 

the app’s welcome page.  

1. Click on Select a plan to reach to the pricing plans screen: 

 

 

• Click on CHOOSE PLAN next to the preferred plan.  
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a. Each plan comes with a set size recommendation package, with a fixed 

per recommendation fee for additional recommendations above the 

included package amount.  

b. A size recommendation is counted every time the user interacts with the 

MySizeID widget and receives a size suggestion on a unique page.  

This recommendation is based on the measurements taken by the user in 

the MySizeID app or the online sizing wizard and the brand size chart data. 

Please notice that a new size recommendation won’t be counted in case 

the user has returned to the same garment page within several hours. 

c. The “Free Plan”, allows for up to five different size charts to be uploaded. All 

other plans include an unlimited number of size charts that can be 

uploaded to your account. 

d. Our Fashion Specialist Team would love to review the size charts and 

provide feedback. Please note that all plans include a limited amount of 

size chart reviews. Please contact our support team if additional size chart 

feedback is required. 

4. MySizeID advanced analytics feature is only included in the “Big & Tall plan. 

Please contact us in case you want to purchase this feature for any other plan. 
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Manage charts 

Now that you have chosen your billing plan, you can start managing your size charts 

in two simple steps. 

1. On the MySizeID dashboard, click on Manage charts: 

  

Step 1 - Creating Categories 

The Size Charts system’s structure is based on Categories and Size Charts.  

Categories will usually be named according to your lines or collections.  

For example: ‘Men’s bottoms’ or ‘Women’s tops’. 

Size Charts are added under categories - Keep in mind that you can add multiple 

Size Charts under each category. It is recommended to create Size Charts from the 

same group under one relevant category.  

For example: if you have a category named ‘Women’s tops’, you can name your size 

charts as Women’s blouses, Women’s T-Shirts, women’s bodysuits, etc.    
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Your first default category is called “My Size Charts”. Click on if you would like to 

rename it: 

               

You can also add new categories by clicking on “Create a category”: 

 

Step 2 - Creating Size Charts 

5. Click on “Add a size chart” under the relevant category to add a new Size Chart: 
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Next, you need to define the size chart's basic settings elements (size chart name, 

gender, chart type,units of measure, and if you are using your own size chart or one 

of our generic size chart): 

 

1. Title: if you have created a category named ‘Women’s tops’, we recommend 

naming your size charts “Women’s blouses”, “Women’s T-Shirts”, “Women’s 

Bodysuits”, etc. 

6. Size Chart Type: Coose your size chart type. Hover your mouse cursor on the 

type’s icon the discover which specific items are relevant for every size chart type. 

7. Using MySizeID Generic Size Chart: If you do not have a size chart for the specific 

item or group of items, you can check “use our standard size chart” to use a 

generic size chart created by our Fash-Tech team. Don’t worry, You can make 

adjustments to our generic size charts after it has been created. 
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8. Using your own size chart: 

a. Make sure to select the correct size chart type: The “chart type” also 

determines the body dimensions which are relevant for the size chart you 

about to create. 

For example, the dimensions that are available for “tops” are “chest/ bust”, 

“waist” and "neck” while the dimensions that are available for “bottoms” 

are “hips”, “waist”, “height” and “inseam”:  

  

Please note: The size chart needs to include the item’s body measurements 

and not the garment measurements/specs.  

9.  Define the size type of your size chart: 

When adding a new size chart, you need to define the size type of the size chart 

you about to enter. Please check one of the options below: 

a. A size chart that includes standard sizes (e.g. 42 or L) 

 b. A size chart with sizes that includes Width/Length (e.g. 32W/34L): 
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Please contact us at support@mysizeid.com if you use a different size-type. 

10. Select measure type: Each company take the body measurements differently. 

Please check the correct measure type for each one of the the measuremnets 

that are relevant for the size charts you are about to add: 
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a. After you are done defining your size chart’s settings, check the body 

dimensions you would like to add to your size chart. 

For tops, you should include “chest” and sometimes “waist” or “neck”. For 

bottoms, you should include “hips” or/and “waist”, and you can also add 

“height” or “inseam” if needed. 

 

In case your size charts include more than one body dimension, make 

sure that the values of the dimensions correspond and do not contradict 

each other. 

 

b. Click on the plus icon to add the size sizes that are relevant for your size 

chart. For these kind of size charts, the length and width won’t be availalbe: 
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We recommend entering overlapping values between consecutive sizes, 

meaning the maximum value of one size should also be the minimum value 

of the following one. For example, if size Small has a maximum value of 80, 

size Medium should have a minimum value of 80, and so on: 

 

 

In case the sizes don’t overlap, we recommend correcting the size ranges 

according to your size chart logic. 

For instance, if the small size range value is between 80 and 84, and the medium size range value 

is between 86 and 88. You could extend the small size range to 80-85 and reduce the medium size 

range to 85-88. 

When adding a size chart with sizes that include width/length, you should 

enter each dimension separately. 

First, make sure that you are on the Width tab and check the relevant 

measurements. You can choose to use only hips, only waist or both hips and 

waist. 

c. Now, click on the plus button to add the product sizes and enter the width 

size names and values: 
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d. Next, click on the Length tab, check the relevant measurements (inseam 

or height), and add the length size names and values: 

 

e. Now, go to the size matrix tab and check all the Width/Length 

combinations offered by your company: 

 

Click on save when you are done and then submit for review: 
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f. Our system will now automatically review the size chart – you will be 

notified with any errors found related to your size chart logic:  

   

g. Click on the < > buttons to browse between the notifications: 
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After you are done reviewing the notifications and make the required changes (if 

needed), click again on “save” to save the changes you made: 

 

Now you can go ahead and submit your size chart for final review and approval: 

 

Our FashTech team will review your size chart and approve it within 48 hours. We 

will make sure to notify you by email once this process is done. 
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Click on the size chart name to monitor its status: 
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Adding Bra size chart – Bra size chart includes band size and cup size. The cup size 

always includes chest/bust. However, the band size can include either underbust or 

overbust. When adding a new size chart, please check whether your size chart 

includes overbust or underbust: 

 

Please contact us at support@mysizeid.com if you use a different size-type. 

Now that you are done defining your chart settings, click on the "Add band size” + 

button to add the bra Overbust/Underbust sizes and values: 
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After you are done, click on the “add cup size” + button to add the chest/bust sizes 

and values : 

 

Here is an example of how a standard bra size charts should look like: 

 

Click on save when you are done and then submit for review. 
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Syncing MySizeID’s size charts to your products  

Each Size Chart you create gets a unique Chart Code that used for identification 

when paring size charts to store items. You can find the Chart Code inside the 

relevant Chart Size window as presented below:  

 

1. A popup will open once you click on “chart code” - copy the code and close the 

popup: 

 

2. Click on the red back arrow on the top left screen to return to ‘MySizeID’ 

Dashboard: 
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3. Click on Manage items under Store items.  

 

   

    

   

4. Click on Edit and Select the relevant items. 
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5. Paste the copied chart code next to the relevant items: 

 

   

Please Notice:  If the size chart is for all men’s T-shirts, select all relevant T-shirts 

items. 

 

 6.   Click on Save when done. 

You are all set! 

Now each product page you assigned a size chart code to, will have the "What's 

MySize" widget inside it.   
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‘MySizeID’ Widget’s intro  

1. To view a product in your store, click at the Lightspeed’s dashboard on Go to 

your online store at top right corner: 

 

 

 

2. The ‘MySizeID’ widget will appear at the bottom of the screen at any product 

page you assigned with a chart code: 
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3. A click on the widget and a popup will open. 

  

 

3. The popup will instruct your customers to download and sign up to the 

‘MySizeID’ mobile app and will guide them through a quick measurement 

process.           

  

4. After taking the measurements, the customers will have to return to the 

product’s page (via mobile or web) and log into the widget with the same sign-

up credentials (Facebook/Google/Email) they signed up with on the mobile 

app. 

 

5. Once they are logged in, the app will take the customers’ measurements and 

compare them with your size charts and will give them a size 

recommendation based on it. 
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Advanced settings  

To edit your size chart settings, click on your size chart and then on settings.  
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Changing the widget’s style and language 

Go to the MySizeID app’s main menu page and scroll down to customize the widget: 

 

You can either change the widget’s button color, widget’s button text color, logo’s 

color, widget’s language, widget’s size and even round the widget’s corners.  

 

If you have any questions, please contact our support team at 

support@mysizeid.com 

 


